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MAKE US A MONOLOGUE
PROJECT: step 4
FILMING YOUR MONOLOGUE
It's time to put down the pen and pick up a camera because it's filming time! This is it, the moment we
have been working towards, you are now going to perform and film your monologue.
So what things do we have to think about to make this performance look great?

costume
Costumes are a really important part of theatre and film – they help tell the story, they help actors get into
character, and they immediately tell the audience something about what’s going on.
We want you to choose a costume that makes you feel like your character. Be sure to pay attention to where
your monologue is taking place, for example, if your character is at work they might be wearing a suit or
uniform, if they are at home are they wearing lounge clothing or pjs...

shoes
People walk differently in boots vs. trainers vs. heeled
shoes vs. sandals vs. bare feet.
What type of shoes would your character wear?

upper body

Shirts, t-shirts, vests, jumpers, cardigans, hoodies,
jackets, coats, capes, and shawls. What does your
character wear? Do they wear gloves, jewellery or
other accessories?

lower body

Skirts, jeans, shorts, suit trousers, sports shorts, dress,
pyjama bottoms...
What does your character wear?

hEAD AND FACE

Hair, hats, caps, hair bands, hair accessories, glasses,
does your character wear anything on their head?
Do they have any facial hair? Beard? Moustache?
Do they wear make up?

You are the costume designer. Write some notes on what you would like to include in your costume. Then
get searching around your house. Remember to ask permission if you want to borrow something.

COSTUME TIPS:

Colour is important: what colours does your character like to wear? Can you find colours to represent
your character's attitude?
No logos: Big logos or complicated patterns distract the audience, try to avoid logos and busy patterns.
Hair: Make sure your hair (or wig) is not in your face, the audience wants to be able to see you!
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set design
Where are you going to film your monologue? Have fun with this, use your imagination.
What room are you going to film in, or will you film in your garden or on a balcony?
Once you've decided where you will film your monologue you need to dress the set.
What you could use in your house to make the set look great? We want your set to be interesting but not
too distracting.
What will the audience be able to see in the background? Could you bring in some decorative objects or
props from other rooms? You could even draw pictures to hang up in the background, or build a tent or a
fort to film in. You could use some decorative lights in the background like fairy lights.
Try your best to make your set appropriate for your monologue, for example if your monologue is taking
place in an office is there a room in your house with a desk/computer table that you can turn into an office
set?

It's time to get your set designer hat on! Find your location then start searching for objects and props you
can use to dress your set.

Again remember to ask permission if you want to use something.
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lighting
Keep your lighting simple. Make sure there is more light on your face than there is behind you.
You can use lights in your set to add to the set design. Lights that the audience can see are called

practicals.

If you are outside or you position yourself by a window, you can make use of natural light, providing you
film during the day.

camera and framing Make sure your camera is horizontal not vertical...

horizontal like this

not like this

Make sure your camera is steady. If you have a tripod great, if not no worries, you can prop your camera
on some books to make sure it’s nice and steady or find someone with a very steady hand.

framing

The frame is the picture you see on your camera. Now, we don’t want your framing to be really far away
so we cannot see your acting and we don’t want your framing really close so we cannot see your full
face, we want something in between.

extreme wide shot

wide shot

medium shot

medium close up

close up

extreme close up

If you are moving a lot, pick a medium or a wide shot, this way if someone is holding the camera it will
make it easier for them to follow you.
If you aren’t moving much go for a medium close up or a close up.
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who are you talking to and where are they?
You should have already decided who you are talking to but where are they?

talking to the audience

If you have decided that you are talking to the audience, the camera lens becomes your audience. So
when you want to look at the audience you should look down the lens of the camera.

talking to someone else

If you are talking to another person (mum, dad, teacher, friend, boss etc) you need to place that person
somewhere off camera. Meaning we do not see that person on camera.
If you are going to use a family member to help you, have them sitting or standing just to the side of the
camera.
If you would prefer to film your monologue alone, find a point on the wall or an object to look at (this
point or object will act as the person you are talking to). If you are talking to more than one person, place
them somewhere in the room as well, find different points you can look at, maybe it’s a clock on the wall,
or a poster.
This doesn’t mean you have to look at the person you are talking to all the time, but when you choose to
speak to them make sure you are looking in the same place each time.
If you are not talking to the audience DO NOT LOOK DOWN THE LENSE it will make it seem like you are
talking to the audience, and you do not want this.

take your time
DO NOT RUSH - You have plenty of time
THIS IS FILM NOT THEATRE - You can do as many takes as it takes to get this right, repeat until you
are really happy with your performance
BE YOUR OWN DIRECTOR - After each take, review your performance; what did you like? What didn't
you like? Change your performance accordingly and go again!

get into character
Make sure you are in character before you film your monologue.
Go through your Hot Seating Interview before you begin.
Make sure you are walking, talking and thinking as your character.
We want to see your character, not you.
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the moment before
What has happened before your monologue, how is your character feeling?

some ideas for you...

Has your character just come home from work or school, was it a good day or bad day?
Have they just had an argument with someone and they are feeling angry or upset?
Have they had a really long day and so they are feeling tired?
Have they just won the lottery so they are really excited?
Did they just receive some really bad or really good news?
Did their brother or sister break something of theirs?

why is this important?

As actors we need to know what happened before, as that will tell us how our character is feeling and
what emotions they will bring into the performance.
Below write down what happened to your character just before the monologue and how they are
feeling

the journey
Don't forget to show the different emotions that your character is feeling throughout the monologue.
How do their emotions and attitude change from the start, to the middle, to the end?
We want to see the emotional journey of the character throughout the monologue.
If you are stuck, look back at your Writing You Monologue notes to help you.

ending your monologue
Have a nice clear finish so that the audience will know the monologue has finished.
If your character is leaving the room and so you walk off screen perfect! But if you are still on the screen
just stay still for five seconds in character.
Do not say "Finished!" or "That's it!" or "I'm done!"
Never break character.

